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BIJLAGE D

T
E
X Publications Information

TeXMaG is an independantly published electronic magazine available

free of charge to all interested parties reachable by electronic

mail. It is published sporadicly, and the editor likes to think that

its monthly so the readers humor him. Subscription requests should

be sent to Don Hosek <DHOSEK@HMCVAX.BITNET> or send the following

message to LISTSERV@BYUADMIN: SUBS TEXMAG-L Your_Full_Name. European

subscribers may send the SUBS command to LISTSERV@DEARN, subscribers

on CDNnet should send subscription requests to

<list-request@ubc.csnet> (being sure to mention that they wish to

subscribe to TeXMaG), and JANET subscribers should send requests to

be added to the list to Peter Abbott, <ABBOTTP@UK.AC.ASTON.MAIL>.

Back issues are available for anonymous FTP in the file

BBD:TEXMAG.TXT on SCIENCE.UTAH.EDU. BITNET users may obtain back

issues from LISTSERV@TCSVM (in an interactive message or as the

first line of a mail file, send the command GET TEXMAG VvNn where v

is the volume number and n is the issue number), or from

UBSERVE@UBVMSC (in an interactive message, send the command SEND

TEXMAG.VvvvNnnn where vvv and nnn are as above). Janet users may

obtain back issues from Peter Abbott (e-mail address above) and

DECNET/SPAN users may obtain them from the Decnet repository (see

below). They may also be obtained from Don Hosek

<DHOSEK@HMCVAX.BITNET>. Article submissions, contributions for the

Toolbox, and letters to the editor are always welcome and should be

sent to <DHOSEK@HMCVAX.BITNET>.

Other publications of interest to TeX users are:

TeXHAX. Arpanet mailing list for persons with questions,

suggestions, etc.. about TeX, LaTeX, MetaFont and related programs.

Submissions for this list should be sent to

<TeXHAX@Score.Stanford.EDU>. Internet subscribers may subscribe by

sending a request to <TeXHAX-REQUEST@Score.Stanford.EDU>. JANET

subscribers should send subscription requests to

<texhax-request@uk.ac.ucl.cs.nss>. BITNET users may subscribe by

sending the following command (as an interactive message or as the

first line of a mail message) to LISTSERV@TAMVM1: SUBS TEX-L

your_full_name. The list is peer-linked to other listserves in the

United States and Europe. Australian users should send subscription

requests to <munnari!elz@uunet.uu.net> Japanese users should send

subscription requests to <takagi%icot.jp@relay.cs.net>. Back issues

are available by anonymous FTP from Score.Stanford.Edu and from

Listserv@Tamvm1 (in an interactive message or as the first line of a

mail file send the command GET TEXHAXnn yy where nn is the issue

number and yy are the last two digits of the year. Issues 100 and

above are named TEXHAnnn yy)
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Unix-TeX. Arpanet mailing list specifically for users of TeX under

the Unix operating system. Submissions for this list should be sent

to <Unix-TeX@JUNE.CS.WASHINGTON.EDU>. Requests to be added or deleted

from the mailing list should be sent to

<Unix-TeX-Request@JUNE.CS.WASHINGTON.EDU>.

UKTeX. A U.K. version of TeXhax. To subscribe, send a note to Peter

Abbott at <info-tex-request@uk.ac.aston.mail>.

TeXline. A TeX newsletter edited by Malcolm Clark. To subscribe, send

a note to <texline@uk.ac.ic.cc.vaxa>.

TUGBoat. A publication by the TeX Users Group. An excellant reference

for TeX users. For more information about joining TUG and subscribing

to TUGBoat send (real) mail to:

TeX Users Group

c/o American Mathematical Society

P. O. Box 9506

Providence, RI 02940-9506, USA

Inquiries may be directed to Karen Butler <KLb@Seed.Ams.Com>.

LaTeX-style collection. A collection of LaTeX files is available for

FTP and mail access at cayuga.cs.rochester.edu. To obtain files via

FTP, login to cayuga.cs.rochester.edu (192.5.53.209) as anonymous,

password guest and go to the directory public/latex-style (where the

files are). The file 00index contains a brief description of current

directory contents. If your site does not have FTP access, you may

obtain files by mail by sending a message to

latex-style@cs.rochester.edu with the subject "@file request". The

first line of the body of the message should be an @. The second line

should contain a mail address from rochester TO you (for example, if

you are user@site.bitnet, the second line should be

user%site.bitnet@cunyvm.cuny.edu). The lines that follow should be

the filenames you desire and the last line should also contain only

an @.

LISTSERV@DHDURZ1 has file archives of interest to TeX users. Included

are the Beebe drivers and contents of the LaTeX style collection, as

well as some TeX macros. Many files are available only in German.

LISTSERV@TAMVM1 also has file archives that may be of interest to TeX

users on BITNET, including the files from the Score.Stanford.EDU FTP

directories and back issues of TeXHAX. For a list of files available,

send the following command to LISTSERV@TAMVM1: GET TeX FILELIST.

DECNET. There is a TeX file collection on DECnet accessible from

DECnet and SPAN. Available files include the Beebe DVI drivers, the

LaTeX style collection, and back issues of TeXhax, TeXMag, and UKTeX.

For more information, contact Marisa Luvisetto (DECNET:

<39947::luvisetto>, Bitnet: <LUVISETTO@IBOINFN.BITNET>) or Massimo

Calvani <CALVANI@VAXFPD.INFNET> U.S. Users should contact Ed Bell

<7388::Bell>
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JANET. Peter Abbott keeps an archive of TeX-related files available

for FTP access. For more information send mail to

<Abbottp@Uk.Ac.Aston.Mail>.
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